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You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is 
white, the carpet. Clean and white, like 
unmarked territory. Through the glass of the 
deck door, through the half-open blinds, you 
stare silently at the inside of the house, eyes 
perfect and brown and small as beads, stalac-
tites of drool growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken 
through that door, triumphantly. You have 
stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, 
shattering the glass into glimmering shards. 
In this dream, during the apex of it, with the 
door wide open, you travel the length of the 
kitchen in one leap and then into the living 
room and onto the carpet, a comet’s trail of 
fur and dirt and spittle, free and unhindered 
with the soft sewn fabric brushing the insides 
of your paws and you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous 
good natural feeling of being so free and 
running in circles inside the clean and silent 
house while rubbing your matted back against 
the cushioned chair and jumping and snorting 
and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy 
outside-bowl water onto its fabric, picking up 
the cushions and crushing through them with 
your jaws, shaking them, shaking the foamy 
insides out of them all over the floor, run-
ning around, tired and exasperated and alive, 
tongue flapping behind you, a pink, droopy 
flag, and you sniffing around for a good two 
or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. 
You are a 2-year-old Irish setter with crayon-
red fur and an arched back and four long, 
powerful legs. And if you could, if you had 
any sliver of opportunity, you would take 
Gizmo the cat by the neck and toss him 
off the side of the deck. You would also rip 
off one of his ears while batting his head 
about with your paw. You would leap the tall 
wooden fence in the yard and chase people 
and mangle plastic swing sets. If you weren’t 
spayed, you would mate at least four times 
a day. If somehow set free, if the fence were 

Most magazines love to publish those cheesy day-in-the-
life profiles of people. But we at Vox understand that our 
readers aren’t interested in reading about someone else’s dull 
life. We decided to explore the unexplored with the help of 
our friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say much, but she 
granted our writer an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at 
her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were willing 
to consider anything. We weren’t prepared for some of the 
ideas that came pouring forth, everything from cheesy pick-
up lines to practical jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far 
was the idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, we 
never like to admit something can’t be done. So meet our 
dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding energy. 
Then there’s Winston, the oversized bulldog with an even 
bigger heart. Together they unite against Gizmo, the quar-
relsome feline. No, this isn’t the plot of the latest Disney 
movie; it’s the cast of our undercover look at a world that 
few see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may come to 
mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … cheese. But in plan-
ning our humor issue, we at Vox decided to bypass the obvi-
ous for the off-the-wall. So without further ado, we’d like to 
introduce you to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our cast of 
characters in writer Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

Dogs

torn away, you and Winston, the fat English 
bulldog with a wriggling stump for a tail, 
would run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the 
wind take hold of your lips to push them 
back from your teeth while you just run and 
run and run and run, the kids just getting 
home from school, perhaps on a Tuesday, and 
screaming at the mere sight of two creatures 
so large and fast and carefree coming towards 
them, kids dropping their backpacks, running 
for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspend-
ed between you and the deck like a spider 
web. It drops slowly down, into a crack, long 
and thin and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers 
expanded and blood began moving more 
quickly through your veins and before every 
furry inch of you became too awkward and 
heavy for your bones to gracefully maintain, 
you were adorable, a puppy, playing in the 
house. A tiny thing, easily entertained with a 
tennis ball or dish rag or chew toy. Your fur 
was short and fine and very soft. Sarah, your 
owner, snapped pictures and rolled around 
with you on the ground, tugging at your paws, 
shaking you, giggling as you growled. The two 
of you would lie on the grass, silently watch-
ing hot air balloons drift through the sky. You 
fit into her hands; your eyes shone behind 
wrinkles. You piddled in a plastic crate. Your 
voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You 
were as harmless as a firefly. But, in the same 
unchangeable way that continents shift and 
tides comb away yards of sand and layers of 
protective shield are whittled away above the 
Earth, so do little dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, your paws are thick 
and powerful, with claws jutting out of them. 
You drink your water from a round chasm of 

a dog bowl. Your fur is long and uncut, and your ears are giant drapes 
attached to the sides of your head, bouncing when you run, flying for-
ward when you stop, drooping when you’re completely still, which in 
turn is almost never. 

You live here, in the back yard. Every day you stare at the wooden 
fence, the way it juts upward, tall and encompassing, an entire explor-
able Unknown beyond it. Frequently, and with great courage, you have 
started at one end of the back yard and charged forward, building 
speed, aiming at the fence, meaning to break it down, and each time 
you hit with a whump! you bounce off, thwarted. There are dusty dog-
imprints of your body on one side of the fence, never to go away, as if 
it’s laughing at you.

The yard is wide and green. There is a semi-freedom to it. The 
yard is big enough so you can poop and race and fight with Winston 
and splash through dirty puddles and carry wood from the big wood-
pile under the deck to various spots about the yard and run through 
them like a maze, amusing yourself, licking yourself, eating grass, 
throwing it back up, running forward with your tongue splayed behind 
you like a wet, sloppy, flapping tendril.

You stand on the grass, under the deck, dog treats bouncing off 
your nose and then some going directly into your mouth, vaporized. 
Sarah is up there, tossing them to you. Sarah is up there, chanting 
“Good dog, good dog,” and you are on hind legs, perfectly still, panting. 

Oh, you galoot. Do you see what you’ve done? Bad girl. Bad, bad 
girl. You have overturned the green plastic patio furniture, and you 
have chewed the leg of one chair into a gooey, misshapen tentacle.

You should be punished. Yes, that would be fitting. Spanked, 
scolded, nose rubbed into the ground, something. But instead, you 
mock Sarah by clomping quickly down the stairs of the deck, away 
from her reach, spinning around through the back yard, clutching a 
tennis ball in your mouth, fur fanned by the air, dropping the ball and 
then kicking it and then running to pick it back up. She storms into 
the house, unamused. 

Freedom! You roll around on the grass, smelling things. There is 
a cricket, and you chase it; there is a bone, and you chew it; there is 
a stinking mound of something, and you pounce on it, rubbing your 
back and stomach and face on whatever it is; there is a gnarled piece 
of firewood, which you inspect and smell and carry over to the edge of 
the yard. 

Then you are lapping water out of your bowl, making greedy 
slurping sounds that the neighbors can hear, more water spilling out 
than you’re taking in, using only a few precious seconds to breathe, 
shoving your paws into the bowl, digging out water, emptying the bowl 
and tossing it into the air with your nose. 

Now you have decided the day is so beautiful that you must run as 
fast as you can for as long as you can inside the rectangular perimeters 
of the fence, creating a massive pulsating feeling that almost shoots 
from your stomach through your paws and out into the earth, carry-
ing you with it, air gushing down through your nostrils, oh you are 
so freaking alive, oooh it can never get any better than this unless of 
course you were lost in a space of unending land speckled with fire 
hydrants and grass and old bones and fat swollen low-flying birds. But 
for now, this will do. 

There is Sarah again, calling for you. She could never hate you. 
You are her greatest friend, the best thing she has here in Columbia, 
far from her home in Arkansas. She is back on the deck, snapping her 
fingers, smiling.  You run to her, and she massages her hands down 
through your hair to the dirty furrows of your invisible skin.

 
Snorting, sniffing, drooling, barking, chest puffing up and down, 

storming onto the deck, stomach caked with mud and drool, knobby 
tail jerking back and forth, torso too large for his legs, here he is, slam-
ming into you: Winston! The result of wanton human tampering with 
nature, the tawny product of two unbreedable animals. An English 
bulldog: a fat, square, bulk of energy. A soul buried behind spectacular 

Winston the bulldog is Natalie’s closest friend and sometimes 
her biggest challenger. Nothing pleases her more than to watch 
Winston’s amorous affections for visitors’ legs.

Though no longer a puppy, Natalie’s energy is abounding. She 
often races from one edge of the yard to the other, throwing her-
self against the obstacle of the fence.
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Most magazines love to publish those cheesy day-

in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox under-

stand that our readers aren’t interested in reading 

about someone else’s dull life. We decided to explore 

the unexplored with the help of our friend Natalie. 

She usually doesn’t say much, but she granted our 

writer an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at her 

average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were will-

ing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared for 

some of the ideas that came pouring forth, everything 

from cheesy pick-up lines to practical jokes. The most 

off-the-wall idea by far was the idea to look at a day in 

the life of a dog. At Vox, we never like to admit some-

thing can’t be done. So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding 

energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized bulldog 

with an even bigger heart. Together they unite against 

Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, this isn’t the plot 

of the latest Disney movie; it’s the cast of our under-

cover look at a world that few see and even fewer 

understand. When you think of humor, many 

things may come to mind: come-

dians, clowns, cartoons … cheese. 

But in planning our humor issue, 

we at Vox decided to bypass the 

obvious for the off-the-wall. So 

without further ado, we’d like to 

introduce you to Natalie, Winston 

and Gizmo – our cast of characters 

in writer Justin Heckert’s day as a 

dog.

d o g s

T h o u g h  n o  l o n g e r  a  p u p p y ,  N a t a l i e ’s  e n e r g y  i s  a b o u n d i n g .  S h e  o f t e n  r a c e s  f r o m  o n e  e d g e  o f  t h e  y a r d  t o  
t h e  o t h e r ,  t h r o w i n g  h e r s e l f  a g a i n s t  t h e  o b s t a c l e  o f  t h e  f e n c e .

W i n s t o n  t h e  b u l l d o g  i s  N a t a l i e ’s  c l o s e s t  
f r i e n d  a n d  s o m e t i m e s  h e r  b i g g e s t  c h a l -
l e n g e r .  N o t h i n g  p l e a s e s  h e r  m o r e  t h a n  t o  
w a t c h  W i n s t o n ’s  a m o r o u s  a f f e c t i o n s  f o r  
v i s i t o r s ’  l e g s .

by justin heckert
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Most magazines love to publish 
those cheesy day-in-the-life profiles 
of people. But we at Vox understand 
that our readers aren’t interested in 
reading about someone else’s dull 
life. We decided to explore the unex-
plored with the help of our friend 
Natalie. She usually doesn’t say 
much, but she granted our writer an 
exclusive behind-the-scenes look at 
her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we 
said we were willing to consider any-
thing. We weren’t prepared for some 
of the ideas that came pouring forth, 
everything from cheesy pick-up lines 
to practical jokes. The most off-the-
wall idea by far was the idea to look 
at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something 
can’t be done. So meet our dog-for-
the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter 
with abounding energy. Then there’s 
Winston, the oversized bulldog with 
an even bigger heart. Together they 
unite against Gizmo, the quarrel-
some feline. No, this isn’t the plot of 
the latest Disney movie; it’s the cast 
of our undercover look at a world 
that few see and even fewer under-
stand.

When you think of humor, many 
things may come to mind: comedi-
ans, clowns, cartoons … cheese. But 
in planning our humor issue, we 
at Vox decided to bypass the obvi-
ous for the off-the-wall. So without 
further ado, we’d like to introduce 
you to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo 
– our cast of characters in writer 
Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

Though no longer a puppy, Natalie’s energy is abounding. She often races from one edge of the 
yard to the other, throwing herself against the obstacle of the fence.

By Justin Heckert
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Dogs
Most magazines love to publish those cheesy 

day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox 
understand that our readers aren’t interested in 
reading about someone else’s dull life. We decided 
to explore the unexplored with the help of our 
friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say much, but 
she granted our writer an exclusive behind-the-
scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were 
willing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared 
for some of the ideas that came pouring forth, 
everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical 
jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the 
idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something can’t be done. So 
meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding 
energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized bull-
dog with an even bigger heart. Together they unite 
against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, this 
isn’t the plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s the cast 
of our undercover look at a world that few see and 
even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may 
come to mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … 
cheese. But in planning our humor issue, we at Vox 
decided to bypass the obvious for the off-the-wall. 
So without further ado, we’d like to introduce you 
to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our cast of char-
acters in writer Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. Clean and 
white, like unmarked territory. Through the glass of the deck door, 
through the half-open blinds, you stare silently at the inside of the 
house, eyes perfect and brown and small as beads, stalactites of drool 
growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, trium-
phantly. You have stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, shatter-
ing the glass into glimmering shards. In this dream, during the apex 
of it, with the door wide open, you travel the length of the kitchen in 
one leap and then into the living room and onto the carpet, a comet’s 
trail of fur and dirt and spittle, free and unhindered with the soft sewn 
fabric brushing the insides of your paws and you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous good natural feeling of 
being so free and running in circles inside the clean and silent house 
while rubbing your matted back against the cushioned chair and jump-
ing and snorting and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy out-
side-bowl water onto its fabric, picking up the cushions and crushing 
through them with your jaws, shaking them, shaking the foamy insides 
out of them all over the floor, running around, tired and exasperated 
and alive, tongue flapping behind you, a pink, droopy flag, and you 
sniffing around for a good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish 
setter with crayon-red fur and an arched back and four long, powerful 
legs. And if you could, if you had any sliver of opportunity, you would 
take Gizmo the cat by the neck and toss him off the side of the deck. 
You would also rip off one of his ears while batting his head about 
with your paw. You would leap the tall wooden fence in the yard and 
chase people and mangle plastic swing sets. If you weren’t spayed, you 
would mate at least four times a day. If somehow set free, if the fence 
were torn away, you and Winston, the fat English bulldog with a wrig-
gling stump for a tail, would run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the wind take hold of your 
lips to push them back from your teeth while you just run and run 
and run and run, the kids just getting home from school, perhaps on a 
Tuesday, and screaming at the mere sight of two creatures so large and 
fast and carefree coming towards them, kids dropping their backpacks, 
running for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspended between you and the 
deck like a spider web. It drops slowly down, into a crack, long and 
thin and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers expanded and blood began 
moving more quickly through your veins and before every furry inch 
of you became too awkward and heavy for your bones to gracefully 
maintain, you were adorable, a puppy, playing in the house. A tiny 
thing, easily entertained with a tennis ball or dish rag or chew toy. 
Your fur was short and fine and very soft. Sarah, your owner, snapped 
pictures and rolled around with you on the ground, tugging at your 
paws, shaking you, giggling as you growled. The two of you would lie 
on the grass, silently watching hot air balloons drift through the sky. 
You fit into her hands; your eyes shone behind wrinkles. You piddled 
in a plastic crate. Your voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You were 
as harmless as a firefly. But, in the same unchangeable way that conti-
nents shift and tides comb away yards of sand and layers of protective 
shield are whittled away above the Earth, so do little dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, your paws are thick and powerful, with claws 
jutting out of them. You drink your water from a round chasm of a 
dog bowl. Your fur is long and uncut, and your ears are giant drapes 
attached to the sides of your head, bouncing when you run, flying for-
ward when you stop, drooping when you’re completely still, which in 
turn is almost never. 

You live here, in the back yard. Every day you stare at the wooden 
fence, the way it juts upward, tall and encompassing, an entire explor-
able Unknown beyond it. Frequently, and with great courage, you have 
started at one end of the back yard and charged forward, building 
speed, aiming at the fence, meaning to break it down, and each time 
you hit with a whump! you bounce off, thwarted. There are dusty 

dog-imprints of your body on one side of the 
fence, never to go away, as if it’s laughing at 
you.

The yard is wide and green. There is a 
semi-freedom to it. The yard is big enough 
so you can poop and race and fight with 
Winston and splash through dirty puddles 
and carry wood from the big woodpile under 
the deck to various spots about the yard and 
run through them like a maze, amusing your-
self, licking yourself, eating grass, throwing it 
back up, running forward with your tongue 
splayed behind you like a wet, sloppy, flapping 
tendril.

You stand on the grass, under the deck, 
dog treats bouncing off your nose and then 
some going directly into your mouth, vapor-
ized. Sarah is up there, tossing them to you. 
Sarah is up there, chanting “Good dog, good 
dog,” and you are on hind legs, perfectly still, 
panting. 

Oh, you galoot. Do you see what you’ve 
done? Bad girl. Bad, bad girl. You have over-
turned the green plastic patio furniture, and 
you have chewed the leg of one chair into a 
gooey, misshapen tentacle.

You should be punished. Yes, that would 
be fitting. Spanked, scolded, nose rubbed 
into the ground, something. But instead, you 
mock Sarah by clomping quickly down the 
stairs of the deck, away from her reach, spin-
ning around through the back yard, clutching 
a tennis ball in your mouth, fur fanned by the 
air, dropping the ball and then kicking it and 
then running to pick it back up. She storms 
into the house, unamused. 

Freedom! You roll around on the grass, 
smelling things. There is a cricket, and you 
chase it; there is a bone, and you chew it; 
there is a stinking mound of something, and 
you pounce on it, rubbing your back and 
stomach and face on whatever it is; there is a 
gnarled piece of firewood, which you inspect 
and smell and carry over to the edge of the 
yard. 

Then you are lapping water out of your 
bowl, making greedy slurping sounds that the 
neighbors can hear, more water spilling out 
than you’re taking in, using only a few pre-
cious seconds to breathe, shoving your paws 
into the bowl, digging out water, emptying 
the bowl and tossing it into the air with your 
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Most magazines love to publish those cheesy 
day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox 
understand that our readers aren’t interested 
in reading about someone else’s dull life. We 
decided to explore the unexplored with the help 
of our friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say 
much, but she granted our writer an exclusive 
behind-the-scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we 
were willing to consider anything. We weren’t 
prepared for some of the ideas that came pour-
ing forth, everything from cheesy pick-up lines 
to practical jokes. The most off-the-wall idea 
by far was the idea to look at 
a day in the life of a dog. At 
Vox, we never like to admit 
something can’t be done. So 
meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish set-
ter with abounding energy. 
Then there’s Winston, the 
oversized bulldog with an 
even bigger heart. Together 
they unite against Gizmo, 
the quarrelsome feline. No, 
this isn’t the plot of the lat-
est Disney movie; it’s the cast 
of our undercover look at a 
world that few see and even 
fewer understand.

When you think of humor, 
many things may come to 
mind: comedians, clowns, 
cartoons … cheese. But in 
planning our humor issue, 
we at Vox decided to bypass 
the obvious for the off-the-
wall. So without further ado, 
we’d like to introduce you to 
Natalie, Winston and Gizmo 
– our cast of characters in 
writer Justin Heckert’s day as 
a dog.

You could ruin the carpet, easily. It 
is white, the carpet. Clean and white, 
like unmarked territory. Through the 
glass of the deck door, through the 
half-open blinds, you stare silently at 
the inside of the house, eyes perfect 
and brown and small as beads, stalac-
tites of drool growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have bro-
ken through that door, triumphantly. 
You have stood up on hind legs and 
pushed forward, shattering the glass 
into glimmering shards. In this dream, 
during the apex of it, with the door 
wide open, you travel the length of 
the kitchen in one leap and then into 
the living room and onto the carpet, 
a comet’s trail of fur and dirt and 
spittle, free and unhindered with the 

soft sewn fabric brushing the insides 
of your paws and you raking through 
it and mud flying off in clumps with 
the wondrous good natural feeling of 
being so free and running in circles 
inside the clean and silent house while 
rubbing your matted back against 
the cushioned chair and jumping and 
snorting and shaking on the couch 
and dripping filthy outside-bowl water 
onto its fabric, picking up the cush-
ions and crushing through them with 
your jaws, shaking them, shaking the 
foamy insides out of them all over 
the floor, running around, tired and 
exasperated and alive, tongue flapping 
behind you, a pink, droopy flag, and 
you sniffing around for a good two or 
three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are 
chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish set-
ter with crayon-red fur and an arched 
back and four long, powerful legs. 
And if you could, if you had any sliver 
of opportunity, you would take Gizmo 
the cat by the neck and toss him off 
the side of the deck. You would also 
rip off one of his ears while batting 
his head about with your paw. You 
would leap the tall wooden fence in 
the yard and chase people and mangle 
plastic swing sets. If you weren’t 
spayed, you would mate at least four 
times a day. If somehow set free, if 
the fence were torn away, you and 
Winston, the fat English bulldog with 
a wriggling stump for a tail, would 
run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and 
let the wind take hold of your lips 
to push them back from your teeth 
while you just run and run and run 
and run, the kids just getting home 
from school, perhaps on a Tuesday, 
and screaming at the mere sight of 
two creatures so large and fast and 
carefree coming towards them, kids 
dropping their backpacks, running for 
their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now 
suspended between you and the deck 
like a spider web. It drops slowly 
down, into a crack, long and thin and 
falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers 
expanded and blood began mov-
ing more quickly through your veins 
and before every furry inch of you 
became too awkward and heavy for 
your bones to gracefully maintain, 
you were adorable, a puppy, playing in 
the house. A tiny thing, easily enter-
tained with a tennis ball or dish rag 
or chew toy. Your fur was short and 
fine and very soft. Sarah, your owner, 
snapped pictures and rolled around 
with you on the ground, tugging at 
your paws, shaking you, giggling as 
you growled. The two of you would 
lie on the grass, silently watching hot 
air balloons drift through the sky. You 
fit into her hands; your eyes shone 
behind wrinkles. You piddled in a 
plastic crate. Your voice was high-
pitched, a bird cheep. You were as 
harmless as a firefly. But, in the same D
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 Natalie and 
Winston are insep-

arable partners in 
crime. They seem 

to have a language 
of their own, one 

which they will 
never share with 

their owner, Sarah.
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You could ruin the carpet, 
easily. It is white, the carpet. 
Clean and white, like unmarked 
territory. Through the glass of 
the deck door, through the half-
open blinds, you stare silently 
at the inside of the house, eyes 
perfect and brown and small as 
beads, stalactites of drool grow-
ing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you 
have broken through that door, 
triumphantly. You have stood 
up on hind legs and pushed 
forward, shattering the glass 
into glimmering shards. In this 
dream, during the apex of it, 
with the door wide open, you 

travel the length of the kitchen 
in one leap and then into the liv-
ing room and onto the carpet, 
a comet’s trail of fur and dirt 
and spittle, free and unhindered 
with the soft sewn fabric brush-
ing the insides of your paws 
and you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps with 
the wondrous good natural feel-
ing of being so free and run-
ning in circles inside the clean 
and silent house while rubbing 
your matted back against the 
cushioned chair and jumping 
and snorting and shaking on 
the couch and dripping filthy 
outside-bowl water onto its 

fabric, picking up the cushions 
and crushing through them 
with your jaws, shaking them, 
shaking the foamy insides out 
of them all over the floor, run-
ning around, tired and exasper-
ated and alive, tongue flapping 
behind you, a pink, droopy flag, 
and you sniffing around for a 
good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You 
are chaos. You are a 2-year-old 
Irish setter with crayon-red fur 
and an arched back and four 
long, powerful legs. And if you 
could, if you had any sliver of 
opportunity, you would take 
Gizmo the cat by the neck and 

M
ost magazines love to publish those cheesy day-

in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox under-

stand that our readers aren’t interested in read-

ing about someone else’s dull life. We decided 

to explore the unexplored with the help of our friend Natalie. She 

usually doesn’t say much, but she granted our writer an exclusive 

behind-the-scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were willing to consider 

anything. We weren’t prepared for some of the ideas that came 

pouring forth, everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical 

jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the idea to look at a day 

in the life of a dog. At Vox, we never like to admit something can’t 

be done. So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding energy. Then there’s 

Winston, the oversized bulldog with an even bigger heart. Together 

they unite against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, this isn’t the 

plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s the cast of our undercover look 

at a world that few see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may come to mind: come-

dians, clowns, cartoons … cheese. But in planning our humor issue, 

we at Vox decided to bypass the obvious for the off-the-wall. So 

without further ado, we’d like to introduce you to Natalie, Winston 

and Gizmo – our cast of characters in writer Justin Heckert’s day as 

a dog.

By Justin Heckert
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Most magazines love to publish those cheesy 
day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox 
understand that our readers aren’t interested in 
reading about someone else’s dull life. We decided 
to explore the unexplored with the help of our 
friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say much, but 
she granted our writer an exclusive behind-the-
scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were 
willing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared 
for some of the ideas that came pouring forth, 
everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical 
jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the 
idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something can’t be done. 
So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abound-
ing energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized 
bulldog with an even bigger heart. Together they 
unite against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, 
this isn’t the plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s 
the cast of our undercover look at a world that few 
see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may 
come to mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … 
cheese. But in planning our humor issue, we at 
Vox decided to bypass the obvious for the off-the-
wall. So without further ado, we’d like to intro-
duce you to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our 
cast of characters in writer Justin Heckert’s day 
as a dog.

You could ruin the carpet, eas-
ily. It is white, the carpet. Clean 
and white, like unmarked territory. 
Through the glass of the deck door, 
through the half-open blinds, you 
stare silently at the inside of the 
house, eyes perfect and brown and 
small as beads, stalactites of drool 
growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have 
broken through that door, trium-
phantly. You have stood up on hind 

legs and pushed forward, shattering 
the glass into glimmering shards. 
In this dream, during the apex of it, 
with the door wide open, you travel 
the length of the kitchen in one 
leap and then into the living room 
and onto the carpet, a comet’s trail 
of fur and dirt and spittle, free and 
unhindered with the soft sewn fabric 
brushing the insides of your paws 
and you raking through it and mud 
flying off in clumps with the won-
drous good natural feeling of being 
so free and running in circles inside 
the clean and silent house while rub-

bing your matted back against the 
cushioned chair and jumping and 
snorting and shaking on the couch 
and dripping filthy outside-bowl 
water onto its fabric, picking up the 
cushions and crushing through them 
with your jaws, shaking them, shak-
ing the foamy insides out of them all 
over the floor, running around, tired 
and exasperated and alive, tongue 
flapping behind you, a pink, droopy 
flag, and you sniffing around for a 

good two or three spots to pee. 
You are mighty, Natalie. You are 

chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish 
setter with crayon-red fur and an 
arched back and four long, power-
ful legs. And if you could, if you had 
any sliver of opportunity, you would 
take Gizmo the cat by the neck and 
toss him off the side of the deck. You 
would also rip off one of his ears 
while batting his head about with 
your paw. You would leap the tall 
wooden fence in the yard and chase 
people and mangle plastic swing sets. 
If you weren’t spayed, you would 

mate at least four times a day. If 
somehow set free, if the fence were 
torn away, you and Winston, the fat 
English bulldog with a wriggling 
stump for a tail, would run so fast 
out over the streets of the neighbor-
hood and bark and yelp and let the 
wind take hold of your lips to push 
them back from your teeth while you 
just run and run and run and run, the 
kids just getting home from school, 
perhaps on a Tuesday, and screaming 

at the mere sight of two creatures so 
large and fast and carefree coming 
towards them, kids dropping their 
backpacks, running for their parents, 
crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now 
suspended between you and the deck 
like a spider web. It drops slowly 
down, into a crack, long and thin 
and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers 
expanded and blood began moving 
more quickly through your veins 
and before every furry inch of you B
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 Natalie and 
Winston are 
inseparable part-
ners in crime. 
They seem to 
have a language 
of their own, 
one which they 
will never share 
with their owner, 
Sarah.
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Most magazines love to publish those cheesy 
day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox 
understand that our readers aren’t interested 
in reading about someone else’s dull life. We 
decided to explore the unexplored with the help 
of our friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say 
much, but she granted our writer an exclusive 
behind-the-scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were 
willing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared 
for some of the ideas that came pouring forth, 
everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical 
jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the 
idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something can’t be done. 
So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abound-
ing energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized 
bulldog with an even bigger heart. Together they 
unite against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, 
this isn’t the plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s 
the cast of our undercover look at a world that 
few see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may 
come to mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … 
cheese. But in planning our humor issue, we at 
Vox decided to bypass the obvious for the off-
the-wall. So without further ado, we’d like to 
introduce you to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – 
our cast of characters in writer Justin Heckert’s 
day as a dog.

You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. Clean and white, like 
unmarked territory. Through the glass of the deck door, through the half-open 
blinds, you stare silently at the inside of the house, eyes perfect and brown and 
small as beads, stalactites of drool growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, triumphantly. 
You have stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, shattering the glass into 
glimmering shards. In this dream, during the apex of it, with the door wide 
open, you travel the length of the kitchen in one leap and then into the living 
room and onto the carpet, a comet’s trail of fur and dirt and spittle, free and 
unhindered with the soft sewn fabric brushing the insides of your paws and you 
raking through it and mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous good natural 
feeling of being so free and running in circles inside the clean and silent house 
while rubbing your matted back against the cushioned chair and jumping and 
snorting and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy outside-bowl water onto 
its fabric, picking up the cushions and crushing through them with your jaws, 
shaking them, shaking the foamy insides out of them all over the floor, running 
around, tired and exasperated and alive, tongue flapping behind you, a pink, 
droopy flag, and you sniffing around for a good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish setter 
with crayon-red fur and an arched back and four long, powerful legs. And if 
you could, if you had any sliver of opportunity, you would take Gizmo the cat 
by the neck and toss him off the side of the deck. You would also rip off one 
of his ears while batting his head about with your paw. You would leap the tall 
wooden fence in the yard and chase people and mangle plastic swing sets. If 
you weren’t spayed, you would mate at least four times a day. If somehow set 
free, if the fence were torn away, you and Winston, the fat English bulldog 
with a wriggling stump for a tail, would run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the wind take hold of your lips to push 
them back from your teeth while you just run and run and run and run, the 
kids just getting home from school, perhaps on a Tuesday, and screaming at 
the mere sight of two creatures so large and fast and carefree coming towards 
them, kids dropping their backpacks, running for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspended between you and the deck like 
a spider web. It drops slowly down, into a crack, long and thin and falling to 
the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers expanded and blood began moving more 
quickly through your veins and before every furry inch of you became too 
awkward and heavy for your bones to gracefully maintain, you were adorable, 
a puppy, playing in the house. A tiny thing, easily entertained with a tennis ball 
or dish rag or chew toy. Your fur was short and fine and very soft. Sarah, your 
owner, snapped pictures and rolled around with you on the ground, tugging at 
your paws, shaking you, giggling as you growled. The two of you would lie on 
the grass, silently watching hot air balloons drift through the sky. You fit into 
her hands; your eyes shone behind wrinkles. You piddled in a plastic crate. Your 
voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You were as harmless as a firefly. But, in 
the same unchangeable way that continents shift and tides comb away yards of 
sand and layers of protective shield are whittled away above the Earth, so do 
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The deck door is the only thing that stands between Natalie 
and the forbidden freedom of the house.

You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. Clean and 
white, like unmarked territory. Through the glass of the deck door, through 
the half-open blinds, you stare silently at the inside of the house, eyes per-
fect and brown and small as beads, stalactites of drool growing down your 
chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, triumphantly. 
You have stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, shattering the glass 
into glimmering shards. In this dream, during the apex of it, with the door 
wide open, you travel the length of the kitchen in one leap and then into 
the living room and onto the carpet, a comet’s trail of fur and dirt and 
spittle, free and unhindered with the soft sewn fabric brushing the insides 
of your paws and you raking through it and mud flying off in clumps with 
the wondrous good natural feeling of being so free and running in circles 
inside the clean and silent house while rubbing your matted back against 
the cushioned chair and jumping and snorting and shaking on the couch 
and dripping filthy outside-bowl water onto its fabric, picking up the cush-
ions and crushing through them with your jaws, shaking them, shaking 

the foamy insides out of them all over the floor, running around, tired and 
exasperated and alive, tongue flapping behind you, a pink, droopy flag, and 
you sniffing around for a good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish setter 
with crayon-red fur and an arched back and four long, powerful legs. And 
if you could, if you had any sliver of opportunity, you would take Gizmo 
the cat by the neck and toss him off the side of the deck. You would also rip 
off one of his ears while batting his head about with your paw. You would 
leap the tall wooden fence in the yard and chase people and mangle plastic 
swing sets. If you weren’t spayed, you would mate at least four times a day. 
If somehow set free, if the fence were torn away, you and Winston, the fat 
English bulldog with a wriggling stump for a tail, would run so fast out 
over the streets of the neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the wind 
take hold of your lips to push them back from your teeth while you just run 
and run and run and run, the kids just getting home from school, perhaps 
on a Tuesday, and screaming at the mere sight of two creatures so large and 
fast and carefree coming towards them, kids dropping their backpacks, run-

Most magazines love to publish those cheesy day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox understand that our readers 
aren’t interested in reading about someone else’s dull life. We decided to explore the unexplored with the help of our friend 
Natalie. She usually doesn’t say much, but she granted our writer an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were willing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared for some of the ideas that 
came pouring forth, everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the idea to 
look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, we never like to admit something can’t be done. So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized bulldog with an even bigger 
heart. Together they unite against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, this isn’t the plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s the 
cast of our undercover look at a world that few see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may come to mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … cheese. But in planning our 
humor issue, we at Vox decided to bypass the obvious for the off-the-wall. So without further ado, we’d like to introduce you 
to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our cast of characters in writer Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

DO GS
By Justin Heckert
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s You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. 
Clean and white, like unmarked territory. Through the glass 
of the deck door, through the half-open blinds, you stare 
silently at the inside of the house, eyes perfect and brown 
and small as beads, stalactites of drool growing down your 
chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, 
triumphantly. You have stood up on hind legs and pushed 
forward, shattering the glass into glimmering shards. In this 
dream, during the apex of it, with the door wide open, you 
travel the length of the kitchen in one leap and then into 
the living room and onto the carpet, a comet’s trail of fur 
and dirt and spittle, free and unhindered with the soft sewn 
fabric brushing the insides of your paws and you raking 
through it and mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous 
good natural feeling of being so free and running in circles 
inside the clean and silent house while rubbing your matted 
back against the cushioned chair and jumping and snorting 
and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy outside-bowl 
water onto its fabric, picking up the cushions and crushing 
through them with your jaws, shaking them, shaking the 
foamy insides out of them all over the floor, running around, 
tired and exasperated and alive, tongue flapping behind you, 
a pink, droopy flag, and you sniffing around for a good two 
or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-
old Irish setter with crayon-red fur and an arched back and 
four long, powerful legs. And if you could, if you had any 
sliver of opportunity, you would take Gizmo the cat by the 
neck and toss him off the side of the deck. You would also 
rip off one of his ears while batting his head about with 
your paw. You would leap the tall wooden fence in the yard 
and chase people and mangle plastic swing sets. If you 
weren’t spayed, you would mate at least four times a day. 
If somehow set free, if the fence were torn away, you and 
Winston, the fat English bulldog with a wriggling stump for 
a tail, would run so fast out over the streets of the neigh-
borhood and bark and yelp and let the wind take hold of 
your lips to push them back from your teeth while you just 
run and run and run and run, the kids just getting home 
from school, perhaps on a Tuesday, and screaming at the 
mere sight of two creatures so large and fast and carefree 
coming towards them, kids dropping their backpacks, run-
ning for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspended between 
you and the deck like a spider web. It drops slowly down, 
into a crack, long and thin and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers expanded and blood 
began moving more quickly through your veins and before 
every furry inch of you became too awkward and heavy 
for your bones to gracefully maintain, you were adorable, a 
puppy, playing in the house. A tiny thing, easily entertained 
with a tennis ball or dish rag or chew toy. Your fur was 
short and fine and very soft. Sarah, your owner, snapped 
pictures and rolled around with you on the ground, tugging 
at your paws, shaking you, giggling as you growled. The 
two of you would lie on the grass, silently watching hot air 
balloons drift through the sky. You fit into her hands; your 
eyes shone behind wrinkles. You piddled in a plastic crate. 
Your voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You were as 
harmless as a firefly. But, in the same unchangeable way 
that continents shift and tides comb away yards of sand 
and layers of protective shield are whittled away above the 
Earth, so do little dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, your paws are thick and powerful, 
with claws jutting out of them. You drink your water from 
a round chasm of a dog bowl. Your fur is long and uncut, 

By Justin Heckert
Photos by, Masataka Namazu

Most magazines love to publish those 
cheesy day-in-the-life profiles of peo-

ple. But we at Vox understand that our 
readers aren’t interested in reading about 
someone else’s dull life. We decided to 
explore the unexplored with the help of 
our friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say 
much, but she granted our writer an exclu-
sive behind-the-scenes look at her average 
day.

In planning our humor issue, we said 
we were willing to consider anything. We 
weren’t prepared for some of the ideas 
that came pouring forth, everything from 
cheesy pick-up lines to practical jokes. The 
most off-the-wall idea by far was the idea 
to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something can’t be 
done. So meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with 
abounding energy. Then there’s Winston, 
the oversized bulldog with an even bigger 
heart. Together they unite against Gizmo, 
the quarrelsome feline. No, this isn’t the 
plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s the 
cast of our undercover look at a world that 
few see and even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things 
may come to mind: comedians, clowns, 
cartoons … cheese. But in planning our 
humor issue, we at Vox decided to bypass 
the obvious for the off-the-wall. So with-
out further ado, we’d like to introduce you 
to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our cast 
of characters in writer Justin Heckert’s day 
as a dog.

Winston the bulldog is Natalie’s closest friend 
and sometimes her biggest challenger. Nothing 
pleases her more than to watch Winston’s amo-
rous affections for visitors’ legs.

Though no longer a puppy, Natalie’s energy is 
abounding. She often races from one edge of the 
yard to the other, throwing herself against the 
obstacle of the fence.
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You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. Clean and 
white, like unmarked territory. Through the glass of the deck door, 
through the half-open blinds, you stare silently at the inside of the 
house, eyes perfect and brown and small as beads, stalactites of drool 
growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, trium-
phantly. You have stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, shatter-
ing the glass into glimmering shards. In this dream, during the apex 
of it, with the door wide open, you travel the length of the kitchen in 
one leap and then into the living room and onto the carpet, a comet’s 
trail of fur and dirt and spittle, free and unhindered with the soft sewn 
fabric brushing the insides of your paws and you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous good natural feeling of 
being so free and running in circles inside the clean and silent house 
while rubbing your matted back against the cushioned chair and jump-
ing and snorting and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy out-
side-bowl water onto its fabric, picking up the cushions and crushing 
through them with your jaws, shaking them, shaking the foamy insides 
out of them all over the floor, running around, tired and exasperated 
and alive, tongue flapping behind you, a pink, droopy flag, and you 
sniffing around for a good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish 
setter with crayon-red fur and an arched back and four long, powerful 
legs. And if you could, if you had any sliver of opportunity, you would 
take Gizmo the cat by the neck and toss him off the side of the deck. 
You would also rip off one of his ears while batting his head about 
with your paw. You would leap the tall wooden fence in the yard and 
chase people and mangle plastic swing sets. If you weren’t spayed, you 
would mate at least four times a day. If somehow set free, if the fence 
were torn away, you and Winston, the fat English bulldog with a wrig-
gling stump for a tail, would run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the wind take hold of your 
lips to push them back from your teeth while you just run and run 
and run and run, the kids just getting home from school, perhaps on a 
Tuesday, and screaming at the mere sight of two creatures so large and 
fast and carefree coming towards them, kids dropping their backpacks, 
running for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspended between you and the 
deck like a spider web. It drops slowly down, into a crack, long and 
thin and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers expanded and blood began 
moving more quickly through your veins and before every furry inch 
of you became too awkward and heavy for your bones to gracefully 
maintain, you were adorable, a puppy, playing in the house. A tiny 
thing, easily entertained with a tennis ball or dish rag or chew toy. 
Your fur was short and fine and very soft. Sarah, your owner, snapped 
pictures and rolled around with you on the ground, tugging at your 
paws, shaking you, giggling as you growled. The two of you would lie 
on the grass, silently watching hot air balloons drift through the sky. 
You fit into her hands; your eyes shone behind wrinkles. You piddled 
in a plastic crate. Your voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You were 
as harmless as a firefly. But, in the same unchangeable way that conti-
nents shift and tides comb away yards of sand and layers of protective 
shield are whittled away above the Earth, so do little dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, your paws are thick and powerful, with claws 
jutting out of them. You drink your water from a round chasm of a 
dog bowl. Your fur is long and uncut, and your ears are giant drapes 
attached to the sides of your head, bouncing when you run, flying for-
ward when you stop, drooping when you’re completely still, which in 
turn is almost never. 

You live here, in the back yard. Every day you stare at the wooden 
fence, the way it juts upward, tall and encompassing, an entire explor-
able Unknown beyond it. Frequently, and with great courage, you have 
started at one end of the back yard and charged forward, building 
speed, aiming at the fence, meaning to break it down, and each time 
you hit with a whump! you bounce off, thwarted. There are dusty dog-
imprints of your body on one side of the fence, never to go away, as if 

By Justin Heckert
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Most magazines love to publish those 
cheesy day-in-the-life profiles of 

people. But we at Vox understand that 
our readers aren’t interested in reading 
about someone else’s dull life. We decided 
to explore the unexplored with the help 
of our friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t 
say much, but she granted our writer an 
exclusive behind-the-scenes look at her 
average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said 
we were willing to consider anything. We 
weren’t prepared for some of the ideas 
that came pouring forth, everything from 
cheesy pick-up lines to practical jokes. 
The most off-the-wall idea by far was the 
idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. 
At Vox, we never like to admit something 
can’t be done. So meet our dog-for-the 
day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter 
with abounding energy. Then there’s 
Winston, the oversized bulldog with an 
even bigger heart. Together they unite 
against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. 
No, this isn’t the plot of the latest Disney 
movie; it’s the cast of our undercover look 
at a world that few see and even fewer 
understand.

When you think of humor, many 
things may come to mind: comedians, 
clowns, cartoons … cheese. But in plan-
ning our humor issue, we at Vox decided 
to bypass the obvious for the off-the-wall. 
So without further ado, we’d like to 
introduce you to Natalie, Winston and 
Gizmo – our cast of characters in writer 
Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

Though no longer a puppy, Natalie’s energy is abounding. She 
often races from one edge of the yard to the other, throwing 
herself  against the obstacle of the fence.

Winston the bulldog is Natalie’s closest friend and sometimes her biggest 
challenger. Nothing pleases her more than to watch Winston’s amorous 
affections for visitors’ legs.
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You could ruin the car-
pet, easily. It is white, the 
carpet. Clean and white, 
like unmarked territory. 
Through the glass of the 
deck door, through the 
half-open blinds, you stare 
silently at the inside of the 
house, eyes perfect and 
brown and small as beads, 
stalactites of drool growing 
down your chin.

In a recurring dream, 
you have broken through 
that door, triumphantly. 
You have stood up on hind 
legs and pushed forward, 
shattering the glass into 
glimmering shards. In this 
dream, during the apex 
of it, with the door wide 
open, you travel the length 
of the kitchen in one leap 
and then into the living 
room and onto the carpet, 
a comet’s trail of fur and 
dirt and spittle, free and 
unhindered with the soft 
sewn fabric brushing the 
insides of your paws and 
you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps 
with the wondrous good 
natural feeling of being so 
free and running in circles 
inside the clean and silent 
house while rubbing your 
matted back against the 
cushioned chair and jump-
ing and snorting and shak-

B y  J u s t i n  H e c k e r t
Photos by, Masataka Namazu

Most magazines love to publish those 
cheesy day-in-the-life profiles of 
people. But we at Vox understand that 
our readers aren’t interested in read-
ing about someone else’s dull life. We 
decided to explore the unexplored with 
the help of our friend Natalie. She usu-
ally doesn’t say much, but she granted 
our writer an exclusive behind-the-
scenes look at her average day.

Though no longer a puppy, Natalie’s 
energy is abounding. She often races from 
one edge of the yard to the other, throwing 
herself against the obstacle of the fence.

Winston the bulldog is Natalie’s closest friend and 
sometimes her biggest challenger. Nothing pleases 
her more than to watch Winston’s amorous affec-
tions for visitors’ legs.
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Meet Natalie, the Irish setter 
with abounding energy. Then there’s 
Winston, the oversized bulldog with 
an even bigger heart. Together they 
unite against Gizmo, the quarrelsome 
feline. No, this isn’t the plot of the lat-
est Disney movie; it’s the cast of our 
undercover look at a world that few 
see and even fewer understand.
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ing on the couch and 
dripping filthy out-
side-bowl water onto 
its fabric, picking 
up the cushions and 
crushing through 
them with your jaws, 
shaking them, shak-
ing the foamy insides 
out of them all over 
the floor, running 
around, tired and 
exasperated and 
alive, tongue flapping 
behind you, a pink, 
droopy flag, and you 
sniffing around for 
a good two or three 
spots to pee. 

You are mighty, 
Natalie. You are 
chaos. You are a 
2-year-old Irish set-
ter with crayon-red 
fur and an arched 
back and four long, 
powerful legs. And if 
you could, if you had 
any sliver of oppor-
tunity, you would 
take Gizmo the cat 
by the neck and toss 
him off the side of 
the deck. You would 
also rip off one of 
his ears while bat-
ting his head about 
with your paw. You 
would leap the tall 
wooden fence in the 

yard and chase people and 
mangle plastic swing sets. 
If you weren’t spayed, you 
would mate at least four 
times a day. If somehow set 
free, if the fence were torn 
away, you and Winston, the 
fat English bulldog with a 
wriggling stump for a tail, 
would run so fast out over 
the streets of the neighbor-
hood and bark and yelp 
and let the wind take hold 
of your lips to push them 
back from your teeth while 
you just run and run and 
run and run, the kids just 
getting home from school, 
perhaps on a Tuesday, and 
screaming at the mere sight 
of two creatures so large 
and fast and carefree com-
ing towards them, kids 
dropping their backpacks, 
running for their parents, 
crying. 

You watch the door, 
slobber now suspended 
between you and the deck 
like a spider web. It drops 
slowly down, into a crack, 
long and thin and falling to 
the ground. 

Not long ago, before 
muscle fibers expanded and 
blood began moving more 

quickly through your 
veins and before 
every furry inch 
of you became too 
awkward and heavy 
for your bones to 
gracefully maintain, 
you were adorable, 
a puppy, playing in 
the house. A tiny 
thing, easily enter-
tained with a tennis 
ball or dish rag or 
chew toy. Your fur 
was short and fine 
and very soft. Sarah, 
your owner, snapped 
pictures and rolled 
around with you on 
the ground, tugging 
at your paws, shak-
ing you, giggling as 
you growled. The 
two of you would lie 
on the grass, silently 
watching hot air bal-
loons drift through 
the sky. You fit into 
her hands; your eyes 
shone behind wrin-
kles. You piddled 
in a plastic crate. 
Your voice was high-
pitched, a bird cheep. 
You were as harmless 
as a firefly. But, in 
the same unchange-
able way that conti-
nents shift and tides 
comb away yards of 
sand and layers of 
protective shield are 
whittled away above 
the Earth, so do little 
dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, 
your paws are thick 
and powerful, with 
claws jutting out of 
them. You drink your 
water from a round 
chasm of a dog bowl. 
Your fur is long and 
uncut, and your 
ears are giant drapes 
attached to the sides 
of your head, bounc-
ing when you run, 
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Dogs
Most magazines love to publish those cheesy 

day-in-the-life profiles of people. But we at Vox 
understand that our readers aren’t interested in 
reading about someone else’s dull life. We decided 
to explore the unexplored with the help of our 
friend Natalie. She usually doesn’t say much, but 
she granted our writer an exclusive behind-the-
scenes look at her average day.

In planning our humor issue, we said we were 
willing to consider anything. We weren’t prepared 
for some of the ideas that came pouring forth, 
everything from cheesy pick-up lines to practical 
jokes. The most off-the-wall idea by far was the 
idea to look at a day in the life of a dog. At Vox, 
we never like to admit something can’t be done. So 
meet our dog-for-the day …

Meet Natalie, the Irish setter with abounding 
energy. Then there’s Winston, the oversized bull-
dog with an even bigger heart. Together they unite 
against Gizmo, the quarrelsome feline. No, this 
isn’t the plot of the latest Disney movie; it’s the cast 
of our undercover look at a world that few see and 
even fewer understand.

When you think of humor, many things may 
come to mind: comedians, clowns, cartoons … 
cheese. But in planning our humor issue, we at Vox 
decided to bypass the obvious for the off-the-wall. 
So without further ado, we’d like to introduce you 
to Natalie, Winston and Gizmo – our cast of char-
acters in writer Justin Heckert’s day as a dog.

You could ruin the carpet, easily. It is white, the carpet. Clean and 
white, like unmarked territory. Through the glass of the deck door, 
through the half-open blinds, you stare silently at the inside of the 
house, eyes perfect and brown and small as beads, stalactites of drool 
growing down your chin.

In a recurring dream, you have broken through that door, trium-
phantly. You have stood up on hind legs and pushed forward, shatter-
ing the glass into glimmering shards. In this dream, during the apex 
of it, with the door wide open, you travel the length of the kitchen in 
one leap and then into the living room and onto the carpet, a comet’s 
trail of fur and dirt and spittle, free and unhindered with the soft sewn 
fabric brushing the insides of your paws and you raking through it and 
mud flying off in clumps with the wondrous good natural feeling of 
being so free and running in circles inside the clean and silent house 
while rubbing your matted back against the cushioned chair and jump-
ing and snorting and shaking on the couch and dripping filthy out-
side-bowl water onto its fabric, picking up the cushions and crushing 
through them with your jaws, shaking them, shaking the foamy insides 
out of them all over the floor, running around, tired and exasperated 
and alive, tongue flapping behind you, a pink, droopy flag, and you 
sniffing around for a good two or three spots to pee. 

You are mighty, Natalie. You are chaos. You are a 2-year-old Irish 
setter with crayon-red fur and an arched back and four long, powerful 
legs. And if you could, if you had any sliver of opportunity, you would 
take Gizmo the cat by the neck and toss him off the side of the deck. 
You would also rip off one of his ears while batting his head about 
with your paw. You would leap the tall wooden fence in the yard and 
chase people and mangle plastic swing sets. If you weren’t spayed, you 
would mate at least four times a day. If somehow set free, if the fence 
were torn away, you and Winston, the fat English bulldog with a wrig-
gling stump for a tail, would run so fast out over the streets of the 
neighborhood and bark and yelp and let the wind take hold of your 
lips to push them back from your teeth while you just run and run 
and run and run, the kids just getting home from school, perhaps on a 
Tuesday, and screaming at the mere sight of two creatures so large and 
fast and carefree coming towards them, kids dropping their backpacks, 
running for their parents, crying. 

You watch the door, slobber now suspended between you and the 
deck like a spider web. It drops slowly down, into a crack, long and 
thin and falling to the ground. 

Not long ago, before muscle fibers expanded and blood began moving more quickly through 
your veins and before every furry inch of you became too awkward and heavy for your bones 
to gracefully maintain, you were adorable, a puppy, playing in the house. A tiny thing, easily 
entertained with a tennis ball or dish rag or chew toy. Your fur was short and fine and very 
soft. Sarah, your owner, snapped pictures and rolled around with you on the ground, tugging at 
your paws, shaking you, giggling as you growled. The two of you would lie on the grass, silently 
watching hot air balloons drift through the sky. You fit into her hands; your eyes shone behind 
wrinkles. You piddled in a plastic crate. Your voice was high-pitched, a bird cheep. You were as 
harmless as a firefly. But, in the same unchangeable way that continents shift and tides comb 
away yards of sand and layers of protective shield are whittled away above the Earth, so do little 
dogs get big.   

Now, fully grown, your paws are thick and powerful, with claws jutting out of them. You 
drink your water from a round chasm of a dog bowl. Your fur is long and uncut, and your ears 
are giant drapes attached to the sides of your head, bouncing when you run, flying forward 
when you stop, drooping when you’re completely still, which in turn is almost never. 

You live here, in the back yard. Every day you stare at the wooden fence, the way it juts 
upward, tall and encompassing, an entire explorable Unknown beyond it. Frequently, and with 
great courage, you have started at one end of the back yard and charged forward, building 
speed, aiming at the fence, meaning to break it down, and each time you hit with a whump! 
you bounce off, thwarted. There are dusty dog-imprints of your body on one side of the fence, 
never to go away, as if it’s laughing at you.

The yard is wide and green. There is a semi-freedom to it. The yard is big enough so you 
can poop and race and fight with Winston and splash through dirty puddles and carry wood 
from the big woodpile under the deck to various spots about the yard and run through them 
like a maze, amusing yourself, licking yourself, eating grass, throwing it back up, running for-
ward with your tongue splayed behind you like a wet, sloppy, flapping tendril.

You stand on the grass, under the deck, dog treats bouncing off your nose and then some 
going directly into your mouth, vaporized. Sarah is up there, tossing them to you. Sarah is up 
there, chanting “Good dog, good dog,” and you are on hind legs, perfectly still, panting. 

Oh, you galoot. Do you see what you’ve done? Bad girl. Bad, bad girl. You have overturned 
the green plastic patio furniture, and you have chewed the leg of one chair into a gooey, mis-
shapen tentacle.

You should be punished. Yes, that would be fitting. Spanked, scolded, nose rubbed into the 
ground, something. But instead, you mock Sarah by clomping quickly down the stairs of the 
deck, away from her reach, spinning around through the back yard, clutching a tennis ball in 
your mouth, fur fanned by the air, dropping the ball and then kicking it and then running to 
pick it back up. She storms into the house, unamused. 

Freedom! You roll around on the grass, smelling things. There is a cricket, and you chase it; 


